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In [73 one of the authors constructed a fur&or il! + from R-modules to 
R-algebras (R any commutative ring), with the property that if R is an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, and V a finite-dimensional vet- 
tor-space over R, then ,4 +(V) is isomorphic to the flag-algebra of 
G = Hom,( V, V) 
i.e., to the ring R[G/U] of regular R-valued functions on the variety G/U, 
where U is the unipotent radical of any Bore1 subgroup of 6. Moreover, 
this construction is given explicitly by generators and relations, where this 
presentation has the property that it is a ‘“Z-form” of the flag-algebra 
R[G/U], i.e., not only does R[G/lJ] have generators (yi}iel and relations 
on these, given by the presentation, with the coefficients of these relations 
in Z, but also these relations generate, over Z, all relations on the (y,> with 
coefficients in Z. 
The algebra-valued functor A + is naturally graded, the gr~ding~mono~ 
consisting of partitions (i.e., finite unordered sequences of integers, 
repetitions permitted), with the monoid-operation union of partitions. Each 
“graded piece” Aa is a functor from R-modules to R-modules, with a 
presentation, given by the above construction, which is a “Z-form,” in the 
above sense, of a suitable irreducible representation of Gk(n); all nonzero 
irreducible polynomial representations of GL(M) arise exactly once in this 
way. 
These functors A’, and their analogs for the other classical groups to be 
described below, are the “representation-functors” in the title of [6] and of 
the present article; the Aa have been called “Schur functors” and ‘“shape 
functors”; the authors believe that [S] is the first appearance of these AE in 
the literature. They have recently proved useful tools in certain algebraic 
applications involving free resolutions. 
In [6], the present authors extended this work to the groups SO(21-t I) 
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and Sp(l); in the present paper we complete this program by treating 
‘similarly the groups SO(21) and O(n); we note that the results in this and 
the preceding paper prove the assertions made in a research announcement 
circulated in the Boston area in May 1978. 
A concept central to our construction is that of “starred Young alter- 
nation,” developed in Section 4 below. This is related to the concept of 
“Young alternation,” developed by one of the present authors in [S] and 
[9] and used there to define n + , as follows: 
Suppose E is an R-module, with rank IZ nonsingular oriented quadratic 
(or symplectic) structure, so that a Hodge-* operator 
is defined; suppose p + q < n. 
Then an R-homomorphism F from APE@ AqE into any R-module will 
be said to have starred Young alternation if it satisfies either of the two 
following conditions (proved equivalent in Theorem 4.3 below): 
(i) The function 
of the variables X, ,..., XnPP, y, ,..., y4 with common domain E, has Young 
symmetry from the y’s to the x”s. 
(ii) F((x, A ... A x,)0 [*(Y, A ..* A Y,_,)] 
has Young symmetry from the x’s to the Y’s. 
Some properties of “starred Young alternation” enable us to generalize 
an earlier result, proved (Theorem 2.3 of [6]) only in the case when the 
ground-ring R is a field of characteristic #2, to the case of arbitrary com- 
mutative R. The main use of this concept occurs in Section 5, however, 
where it is used in the construction of presentations of the representation- 
modules for even-dimensional orthogonal groups. 
Actually, a curious complication arises in the case of the even-dimen- 
sional special orthogonal groups, which results in the existence of two dif- 
ferent functors, A,+, and A&, each with some right to be called a flag- 
algebra for nonsingular oriented quadratic modules of even rank. This is 
because, as observed in [6], in the remarks following Lemma 2.1, the iden- 
tity between the rings of regular functions on the three “flag manifolds” 
G/U, Ad Flag(G), Iso Flag(G), which holds for SO(21+ 1) and S,(I), 
breaks down for SO(21). 
Thus, if 
G = Aut(E,( ), .s)z:S0(2n, C) 
where E is an oriented quadratic (2)-dimensional vector-space over @, then 
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C[Ad Flag] is a proper sub-algebra ( missing certain representative- 
functors) of @[G/U]; also, while @[Iso Flag] and @[G/U] are naturally 
isomorphic as vector-space over @, they are not isomorphic as C-algebras 
(i.e., the multiplication in the coordinate ring of the isotropic flag manifol 
is not always the Cartan product). 
We construct in Section 5 a Z-form A,:;, for the coordinate ring of t 
isotropic flag manifold, and a functor nT0, detined only under the 
hypothesis of Definition 5.7 below, which yields a form over the 
localization ZjZnj of C[G/U]. 
In Section 6 it is proved that these constructions indeed coincide wit 
the coordinate rings of the isotropic flag variety, and of G/U, respectively. 
Section 7 is devoted to analogous constructions for the group Q(n), which 
are far simpler, and do not involve the parity of IZ (cf. Definition 7). Finaly, 
Section 8 is devoted to the proof that these constructions indeed yield Z- 
forms (or Z i2n1-forms in the case of A,+,(24 R)) for the classical construc- 
tions. Our proofs utilize a “standard basis” for the representation-fu~cto~s 
A& (resp. &,) for the group SO(21+ 1) (resp. SO(21)). (A much more 
general standard basis construction is given in [5]; the present special case 
permits a different and more explicit construction; for a discussion of [S] 
in special case C,, cf. [3].) 
There still exist results in classical 19th-century invariant-theory whit 
have never been translated into modern terms; one possible application of 
the functors in the present paper may consist of providing a format in 
which such a generalization is possible. 
The reader will note that the sections in the present paper are numbere 
consecutively following those in the preceding paper KS]. A reference to 
Section 2 or Theorem 2.1 is to be understood to refer back to [S]. 
4. YOUNG SYMMETRY AND THE HODGE WTSOMQRPHISM 
Throughout this section we assume that (P, ( ), E) is a nonsingular 
oriented quadratic module (cf. Definition 2.1 in Section 2) of rank n over 
the commutative ring R. 
The purpose of this section is to study the interaction between this strmc- 
ture on P, and the symmetry properties of functions of several variables 
with common domain P; more precisely, with the property of “Young sym- 
metry” as defined in [S, Definition 1.2, pp. S&85] and [9, Definition 2.33. 
The above hypotheses on P, ( ) and E imply in the usual way the 
existence of R-bilinear inner products (which, by an abuse of notation, will 
again be denoted by ( ))on A'P and on Ar(P*)c(AP)* (OdrGnn) (cf. 
emark 2.1 following Definition 2.1) and R-isomorphisms 
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For 0 < r < IZ there are the Hodge isomorphisms 
*=*i=*Er ,:A'P-sA"-'P 
uniquely defined by the requirement that 
0, A w;--r= (*w,, w;-,> 1 (4.2) 
hold for all w, in A’P and 02~,. in A n-rP. As an immediate consequence 
we have (with the same assumptions on w, and ok_,) 
< *wr, w;_,> = (-1)““-qw,, *wiMr). (4.3) 
If u is a unit in R, we shall say the oriented quadratic module 
(P, ( ), us) arises from (P, ( ), E) by “scaling”; note that then 
* UE = U-l*E. (4.4) 
Suppose next that P is free over R on the ordered basis (e, ,..,, e,). A basis 
may then be chosen satisfying 
e, A .-’ A en=.5 (4.5) 
in which case it will be called “&-adapted”; from now on we assume this is 
the case. Let (e* i ,..., e,* > then be the dual basis for P*. With respect to such 
a choice of basis, we shall use the following (fairly standard) notations: 
First of all, set 
go= (ei, ej>, G = IIg,ll. 
The R-isomorphism 
11: P + P*, eH(e, -> 
maps e, into CT= 1 g,ej; thus the n x n matrix G is invertible over R and we 
denote its inverse by 
G-l= IIg”‘ll 
where in fact gv= <e,?, eiy ); hence also 
det G = (E, E) 
is a unit in R (whence the usual localization arguments show that (E, E) is 
a unit in R even if we do not assume P to be free). 
Let [[n]] denote the set {l,..., n}. If I is any subset of [[n]], say, 
I= {iI,..., i,}, l<i,< “* -ci,Qn 
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then we set 
e,=e,, A 0.. A e- 1,’ e:=e?r\ ... r\eP II II . 
(As I varies over all r-element subsets of [En] ], these range over R-bases 
for /i’P and A’P*, respectively.) 
If I and J are two r-element subsets of [[n]], we denote by g,,, and gCJ 
the Y x r subdeterminants of G and of G - ‘, respectively, formed using the T 
rows denoted by I and the r columns denoted by J. Thus, we have 
<e,, e,> =gz,J, (e,*, e,*> =PJ 
c gZ,Kg 
KJ= 6 
IJ 
#K=r 
while the isomorphism (4.1) is given by 
.(e,)= 1 gz,Keky L;‘(e)) = gAKeK. 
#K=r #K=r 
We may compute *e, by noting that it equals ;J, f *, wheref* is the uni- 
que element in (AnerP)* such that 
e, A w;-,=f*(~;-r) E 
for all ok- ~ in A”-‘P. 
Denote [[n]] -I by I’. Also, if P’ and Q’ are any subsets of [[n] ], set 
>(P’, Q’,= #((P> q):PEp’> 4exPW) 
(where # denotes the cardinality of the following set) and note that, if P’ 
and Q’ are disjoint, then 
>(f’, Q’>+ >(Q’, P’)=(#P’).(#Q’,. 
With this notation, it is readily seen that (4.6) is satisfied by 
f * = (-1)“L oe: 
whence the useful formula 
*e,= ( -l)“(Lr) C g’sKeK. (4.8) 
#K=n-#Z 
Using this formula, a simple argument (which we shall not repeat here) 
involving Laplace’s expansion for the determinant det 6-l = (a, E ) _ 1 
shows that 
(*)” 0 = (-1)““-‘I(&, &)-I 0 if OEA’P (4.9) 
and the usual localization argument shows this holds even if P is not free. 
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With these preliminaries out of the way, we no longer assume (except 
when it is explicitly asserted in the course of a definition or proof) that P is 
free on the s-adapted ordered basis (e,,..., e,). 
LEMMA AND DEFINITION 4.1. If P is R-free, then for all integers p, q, h 
there exist R-homomorphisms 
~(h)=~(h).~pp~/jqp-,/l~+hp~/lq+hp 
P& * 
(4.10) 
uniquely defined by the following property: 
For any ordered free basis (e,,..., e,) for P over R (not necessarily 
e-adapted), and any 
CI E ApP, ,~EA~P 
we have 
@‘h’(a Q p) = $“(a A e,) 0 (P A eJ). (4.11) 
IandJc [[n]] 
#I= #J=h 
If we do not assume P is free, we may still specify uniquely R- 
homomorphisms (4.10) by the requirement that (4.11) hold in every 
localization. 
Proof Recall first that, by Remark 2.1 in Section 2, P is of rank n in 
every localization. If we write out the right-hand side of (4.11) in the form 
0 (P Aej,A ..* Aejh) 
we see that it is the result of applying the appropriate linear transformation 
ApPQAqPQ(PQP*)Q +.. Q(PQP*)+AP+hPQAq+hP 
h times 
to aQPQ9Q ... Q 9, where 9 E P Q P* corresponds to the identity map 
under the natural isomorphism 
PQ P* -% Hom(P, P), P~P*~<--,P*>P 
(so that 4 is C,e,Qe~ if P is free on {e,,..., e,}). 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let F(X, ,..., X, 1 Y, ,..., Y,) be a function into the ~-~5~u~~ 
T, of p + q variables with common domain D and indexed by the set 
p-lY.., x,, y, ,..., Y,). s pp u ose that p> q and that F is alternating in 
{X, ,..., X,} and in ( Y, ,..., Y,). 
Then a necessary and sufficient condition for F to have Young symmetry 
from the Y’S to the X’s is that the following expression vanish identically for 
all h < q and all U, ,..., U,,, and VI ,..., Vqeh in D: 
x f’(U1>..., ~A~>...> OW.., Up,, I U/.,, . . . . Ulh, V1,..., V,-,, (4.12) 
where A = {Al,.,., ih>, 0, indicates the symbol UAi is to be omitted at that 
point, and the symbol in the exponent is defined in (4.7) 
Remark. In the case where F is a tensor over a rank n free module, 
a = [[n]], and the X’s and Ys are some of the indices of F, the condition 
that (4.12) vanish occurs in a paper by Carter and Lusztig l-2, p. 111, and 
it was the study of this special case which led one of the present authors to 
formulate the general concepts of Young symmetry and Young alternation 
in [S, 91. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Set 
x= {X1,..., x,), H= { %I1 )...) Yq) 
and for each nonempty subset E of y, set 
A’;,=c {Int(U, V)F: UE~, Vc& #U= #V> 
where Int(U, Y) is given by Definition 2.2 in [9]; then the assertion that 
(4.12) vanishes identically for all h is equivalent to the assertion that Zfi 
vanishes for all Ec r On the other hand, by Definition 2.3 in IS]? the 
assertion that F(X, ,..., Xp / Y, ,..., Y,) has Young symmetry from the Ys to 
the A’? is equivalent to the assertion that the function 
.&= 
[ 
C {Int(U, E)F: U_cX, #U= #E) 
is 0 for all subsets E of y. The proof of Lemma 4.11 is then completed by 
noticing that each Z, is a Z-linear combination of the C”s, and vice versa, 
as an immediate consequence of 
c,= c (-l)#?>. 
FcE 
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THEOREM and Definition 4.3. Let E be an R-module, let 
p+q<n=rank P, and let 
FAPPORAqP+E 
be an R-homomorphism; then the three following conditions are equivalent, 
and F will be said to have starred Young alternation if it satisfies one (and 
hence all three): 
(i) The function 
F([*(X, A *.* AX,-,)]@(Yl A ... A Y,)) 
of the variables X1 ,..., X+r, Y, ,..., Y, with common domain P has Young 
symmetry from the Y’s to the Xs. 
(ii) The function 
F((X, A ... A x,,@ [*(YI A -” A y&l) 
of variables X1 ,..., Y-, with common domain P has Young symmetry from 
the Xs to the Ys. 
(iii) For 16 h 6 min(p, q), F annihilates all 
@‘h’(cl 0 /?) (CWtP-hP&Aq-hP). 
Proof. It suffices to show (i) and (iii) are equivalent. By localization, we 
may assume that P is R-free on the s-adapted ordered basis (e,,..., e,), and 
shall employ the notation explained earlier. 
Part (i) is equivalent to the assertion that 
considered as a functin of the set of variables (iI,..., in-p, j,,...,j,} with 
common domain [[n]], has Young symmetry from the j’s to the is. It 
follows from Lemma 4.2 that this, in turn, is equivalent to the assertion 
that the following expression vanishes for all h < q and all choices of sub- 
sets I= {iI,..., in-p+h } and J= (j,,...,j,-,) of the set [[n]]: 
c c,,F[*(ei, A ... A &, A ... A &ilh A .*. A q>+,) 
1<11< “’ c&<n-p+h 
@ (e,, A . . . A en, A ej, A .*. A ejq-,)] (4.13) 
where the notation Zjnr means eiA, is to be omitted, and where, setting 
I= (i 1, . . . . in-p+h}, J= {jl,.-.,jq-h}, A = {i 1,,..., i,,} and using the notation 
(4.7), we have 
C, = sgn 
l,..., 1, ,..., &, ,..., n-p + h, I, ,..., Ah 
=(-1) . >(I-k/i) 
l.**n-p+h 
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Using (4.8), we may rewrite (4.13) as 
c c C-1) ‘(r-nJ) g”” "aKF(eKQ [e, A e,] f. ( 
/icr Ks[[n]] 
#A=h #K=p 
Let L be any (P- h)-element subset of [[n]]. Note that the sum (4.14) 
is unaffected if we replace the condition A c I by /1 E [I En] ] (since g’ ” ‘J 
vanishes if A meets I’); let this be done, multiply (4.14) by (-- I)“L”) g,,,, 
and sum over all (p - h)-element subsets I’ of [[n]]; using the Laplace 
expansion 
g i’“A,K= c (-1) > bu) + > (KI,xi) gn>Klgr’>K2 
K=K,uK2 
#K,=h 
#K2=P-h 
we obtain 
(4.15) 
which, using Cr g,,, g”sK2 = 6,,, simplifies to 
C 
#L=h #Kl=h 
i.e., to 
-lT@‘(e, 0 e,)). 
Thus condition (i) implies condition (iii); to obtain the converse 
implication, we need only multiply (4.15) by the inverse of the invertible 
(p F h) x (P !T h) matrix I/ ( - 1) ’ w’) g,,, I/ over R, obtaining (4.14). 
COROLLARY. Let E be an R-module, let II 2 r 3 s, and let G: A’PO 
ASP --f E be an R-homomorphism; then the function 
G((X, A .‘. A x,)@(Y, A ... A r,)) 
of variables with common domain P has Young symmetry from the Y’s to the 
X’s if and only if the function 
G( [*(A-, A . . A x,-r)]@ [*(y, A “’ A ye,)]) (21 
has Young symmetry from the X’s to the Y’s. 
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ProoJ: Applying the preceding result with 
p=n-r, q=s 
FC’((X, A ... A x,-,)Q(Y, A .*. A Y,)) 
= ([*(X, A ... AX,-,)]Q(Y, A ... A Y,)) 
(and noting that p + q = n - r + s < n), we see that F satisfies condition (i) 
of Theorem 4.2, iff the above expression (1) has Young symmetry from the 
Y’s to the X’s, and satisfies the equivalent condition (ii), iff (2) has Young 
symmetry from the x’s to the Y’s. 
Remarks. The preceding theorem and corollary become much easier to 
prove it it is assumed there exists a free basis for P which puts ( ) in 
diagonal form, which certainly is the case if R is a field of characteristic 
22. A sketch of these facts constitutes part of the proof of Theorem 2.3 in 
Section 2, and the results proved above imply that Theorem 2.3 (stated in 
[6] only for fields of characteristic # 2) indeed holds for all commutative 
rings. 
Analogous results hold for symplectic modules; their proofs are much 
easier, however, using the fact that a free nonsingular symplectic module 
always possesses an “adapted basis” (cf. Definition 3.1 in Section 3). 
THEOREM 4.4. Let E be an R-module, let 
be an R-homomorphism such that F((X, A *.. A X,) Q (Y, A -.. A Y,)) 
has Young symmetry from the Y’s to the X’s, and let p 2 q > 1; then the 
function (cj Definition 4.1) 
(Fu@“)([X, A -.* Ax,-,]@ [Y, A ... A Y,_,]) 
has Young symmetry from the Y’s to the X’s. 
ProoJ: By the standard localization argument, we may assume P is R- 
free on (e,,..., e,), and must then show 
G= $) f giJF([eiAX,A ... A x,_,]@ [ej A Y, A .” A Y,-1-j) 
i=lj=l 
has Young symmetry from the Y’s to the x’s. Thus, if E is any nonempty 
subset of {Y, ,..., YqP1}), is must be shown that 
G=x (Int(U, E)G: Uz{X, ,..., ‘Xp--}), #U= #E). 
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By the assumed symmetry properties of F, the term 
Fo=F([e, A X, A ... AXp-&i3[ejA Y, A ‘.. A -Y-J, 
equals 
1 (Int(U, E) F,: UC (X, ,..., Xp--I), #U= #El 
plus a sum of additional terms in which ej has been “switched” into the 
second factor in exchange for some variable in E; the desired result then 
follows from the observation 
c c g”F[(-) @ (ei A ei A --)I = 0. 
i j  
5. THE SPECIAL ORTHOGONAL, AND ISOTROPIC, 
FLAG-ALGEBRAS FOR SO(22,R) 
Throughout the present section we shall assume that R is a commutative 
associative ring with 1, and that (P, ( ), E) is an object in the category 
SO(21, R) (cf. Definition 2.1 in Section 2) i.e., is a nonsingular oriented 
quadratic module over R of even rank y1= 21. 
DEFINITION 5.1. By the isotropic flag-algebra 
of (P, ( ), e) will be meant the quotient of AR; P (cf. [ x , 
by the smallest ideal I= I(P, ( ), ) E such that the quotie 
the following two requirements: 
(Note: In the following, we do not distinguish, for Y d 1, between an element 
in A’Pc A +P and its image in (5.1); cf. Remark 5.2 below.) 
(i) cL=xx ifaEA’Pand r<l. 
(ii) The algebra multiplication restricted to A’P, i.e., the 
homomorphism 
has starred Young alternation (cf. Definition 4.3). 
Let 
15= (al ,..., a,), a,3 ‘.. >a,>0 
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be a partition (cf. [S, p. 841) with max rr<Z; then we define 
to be the R-span of all w1 * *.. * o, in A&(,(P, ( ), a), with 
coj E A”iP (1 Gi9.s). 
Remark 5.2. Ail;, is thus a functor from SO(21, R) to the category of 
finitely generated R-algebras, while these A:,, (with max rt < I) are functors 
from the category SO(21, R) to the category of finitely generated R- 
modules, and (as may be seen immediately from the definition) 
Remark 5.3. It would seem that, strictly speaking, we should dis- 
tinguish between an element u in the submodule A’P of A + P (r < n) and 
its image 0 in A,&(P, ( ), E). The requirements (i), (ii), (iii) above ought 
then all to be written with bars above their terms. However, it is readily 
seen that, for r < ~1, A’P n I(P, ( ), E) = 0, and it is accordingly permissible 
to identify (as we shall do) such o and W. 
Remark 5.4. Note that (ii) implies in particular that, in A&(P, ( ) E), 
[*(X1 A ... A X,)](Y, A ... A Y,) = [*(Y, A ‘.. A Y,)](x, A .*. A x,) 
i.e., that 
(*co) Co’ = o( *co’) (for all w  and o’ in .4’P). (5.4) 
Remark 5.5. It is readily seen that this construction is independent of 
the choice of orientation E, i.e., there is a canonical isomorphism 
43~ ( 1, ~)~4k(P, ( >, U&l 
where u is any unit in R; cf. Eq. (4.4). 
PROPOSITION 5.6. A&(P, ( ), ) g E IS enerated by the R-submodule 
@ A’P 
i=l 
(5.5) 
with relations over R generated by the requirement that, for 13~ and I> q, 
the function 
(it-, A ... A x,)(Y, A “‘,A Y,), 
into the algebra A&(P, ( ), E), shall have starred Young alternation (con- 
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sidered us a function on ApP Q AqP, cJ: Definition 4.3)$ and shall also have 
Young alternation (considered as a function on the partitioned set of 
variables {X, ,..., X,> -i- ( Y1,..., Y,}nwith common domain P, cf [9, 
Definition 2.41). 
Proof: In the R-algebra A&(P, ( >, E), 
(Xl A ... A X,)(Y, A ... A Yq) 
has Young symmetry because Ai& is a homomorphic image of A ‘P; it has 
starred Young alternation if p < 1 by Definition 4.3 since (A’, A . . A Xp) = 
“(xl A ... A X,) and since (Z, A ... A Z,-,)(Y, A ‘.. A Y,) has Young 
alternation from the Y’s to the Zs (and similarly if q < I’); it has starred 
Young alternation if p = 9 = 1 by condition (ii) in Definition 5.1. 
Conversely, let L be an R-algebra generated by (5.5) with conditions as 
in the above proposition; then it suffices to construct an epimorphism 
o:A+P-+L 
satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 5.1, and the given relations 
on L where o is uniquely defined by requiring 5 to be the identity on 
of=, A’P, and *-I on O;=,+, A’P. 
COROLLARY. If (P, ( ), E) is an oriented quadratic R-module of odd 
rank 21+ 1, the R-algebra A:o(P, ( ), E) is generated by @i= 1 A’P, with 
relations over R generated by the requirements that the function 
(X, A .. A X,)( Y, A .‘. A Y,) into Ago, for ah p and q ,< t, shut/ have 
Young alternation in the partitioned set of variables (X, ,..., X’> i 
( Y, ,..., Y, >, and shall h ave starred Young alternation considered as afu~ctio~ 
on APL’ @ AqP. 
Froof Same as that of Proposition 5.6. 
DEFINITION 5.7. The oriented nonsingular quadratic 
(P, ( ), E), of even rank n = 21, will be called “of restricted type’ 
it satisfies the two following conditions: 
6) is a domain, in which 2, = 1 R + 1 R is invertible. 
(ii) ( - 1 )I(&, E) is a square in R, say, 
(-I)‘(E,E)p1=r2 (reR). 
(Recall that (E, E) was seen in Section 4 to be a unit in PC”.) 
Af.P= {oEA’P: *o=rw> 
[o],=o+r-‘*o for all w  in A’P. 
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Remark 5.8. Equation (4.9) shows that the R-homomorphism 
*,: A’P --f A’P 
has square equal to ( - l)‘(&, E) -r times the identity map, whence (i) and 
(ii) imply that 
A’P=A’,P@A’,P (5.7) 
and that 
A;P= ([co],:o~A’P} 
(indeed, $(I- Y- ‘*) projects A’P onto AiP). 
For the remainder of this section, it will be assumed that (P, ( ), E) is of 
restricted type, and that (5.6) holds. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. The product-relation 
Al,P. A’+,P=O (5.8) 
holds in A&(P, ( ), 0). Also, AtP and A’,P are orthogonal ij’l is even, and 
are both isotropic if 1 is odd. 
ProoJ Let o E Al,P, o’ E A’+P; then, using Eq. (5.4) 
rap = (*LX) /? = cx( */3) = -rag 
so (by condition (i) of Definition 5.7) a/I = 0; the remainder of the 
proposition follows similarly from Eq. (4.3). 
DEFINITION 5.10. If 7~ is a partition with maximal element Z, given (say) 
by (5.2) then by 
4XP, ( >, 8) 
will be meant the sub-R-module of A&(P, ( ), E) spanned by all products 
co,,’ ... ‘Was, where cc), is in A“lP if a,<l, and in Af.P if a,=l. 
Remark 5.11. It follows readily from (5.7) and Proposition 5.9 that, if 
max n = I, then Aj&(P, ( >, E) is the direct sum of AZ; and Azcr, and that 
the product of the latter two in A& is 0. It then follows immediately from 
(5.3) that 
Ai&(f’, < ),&)=[m0-i’60110CmQ-,n%]~[~Q_,‘:;::-r]. (5.9) 
It will be useful to modify Proposition 5.6 in these’terms, as follows: 
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PROPOSITION 5.12. A&(P, ( ), ) g E IS enerated by the s~b-R-~od~~e 
(5.10) 
with relations over R generated by requiring that (5.8) hold, that the~o~o~~~~ 
Jive classes of functions have Young alternation, and that class I also have 
starred Young alternation; the products being taken in A&(P, ( ), E), the 
functions are: 
I. (X,/Y ... AX,)(Y,A *. ’ A Y,) (p and q both <I) 
II. [Xl A ‘.. A x&Y1 A ... A Y,) (I>q) 
III. [xl A ... A xl]-,(y, A ... A Y,) (I>(?) 
IV. [Xl A .‘. A X,],[Y,... Y,], 
v. [xl A ‘.. A xl]-,[y, A ... A Y,]-,. 
ProoJ: We begin by noting that (by Eq. (5.7)) the generating set (5.5) of 
Proposition 5.5 coincides with the above generating set (5.10). 
We next note that the above relations are Z-linear combinations of the 
relations in Proposition 5.5. This is clear for the requirements on I. T 
requirements on II, i.e., that 
(a%‘-, A .‘, A x,)( Y,  A .. . A Y,)+r-‘[*(XI A ‘.’ A x,)](Y, A .” A lu,) 
have Young symmetry from the Y’s to the x’s, follow from the requirement 
in Proposition 5.5 that (X, A .. . A X,)( Y, A .. A Y,) have Young alter- 
nation and starred Young alternation. (More exactly, the expressions 
[xl A ... A x,] + (Y, A ’ A Y,) 
- c {Int(U,E)[X, A ... A X,]+(Y, A .“. A Yq): 
Us p-1 >...> J-Y>, #U=#E 
for all nonempty EE ( Y1 ,..., Y,} whose vanishing expresses the former 
requirement are Z-linear combinations of the expressions whose vanishing 
expresses the latter two requirements.) The same is true for III through V. 
Similarly, it is readily verified, utilizing (5.8) and the identity 
that the requirements of Proposition 5.5 are (in the same sense) Z-linear 
combinations of the above requirements. 
48 l/94/2-2 
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DEFINITION 5.13. We define $?I to be the set consisting of all partitions TC 
with max rc < Z, together with all ordered pairs (rc, r) and (rc, - Y) where rc is 
a partition with max TT = I; thus 
A pair /?, /?’ in C$ will be called crossed if one has the form (71, Y) and the 
other the form (n’, --Y), with max TC = max 7~’ = 1; otherwise they are 
uncrossed. 
(Note that, in /i&, the product 
is 0 if fl and fl’ are crossed, by (5.8).) 
DEFINITION 5.14. Let (P, ( ), E) b e a nonsingular oriented quadratic 
R-module, of even rank n = 21, and of restricted type (cf. Definition 5.7) 
and satisfying Eq. (5.6); then, by the special orthogonal flag-algebra of 
(P, ( ), E), denoted by 
will be meant the R-algebra generated by the R-module (5.10), and with 
relations over R generated by precisely the set of relations given in 
Proposition 5.12, except for one modification: the rule (5.8), i.e., 
is to be replaced, if P is free on the base (not necessarily &-adapted) 
(e, ,..., e,}, by the requirement 
0’ co’= i i giJ[*(ei A co)]. [*(ej A o’)] 
i=lj=l 
(5.11) 
for all cr) E ,4f.P and CB’ E /i’_,P; this is independent of the particular choice 
of basis, being equivalent to the basis-free requirement (with which we 
replace (5.12) if P is not free) that the following diagram commute 
(cf. Definition 4.1): 
mulLin 
AlO 
I 
1 
*EJ* 
A& 
< 
mult. A-‘PQA’-lP 
inAio 
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For /I E q, the R-submodule Ago(P, ( ), e) of A,f,(P, ( ), E) is define 
as follows (precisely as in Definition 5.1): 
If ,8 = n where rc has maximum element <I and is given by (5.2), then it 
is the span over R of the set of all products 0,‘ . . . we, with each o,~ in A”[P; 
If p = (71, r’) (where r’ = r or -r) with max n= I, we instead consider 
products o,, . waA where m,, is in AaiP if ai < I, and in Af., P if dli = 1. 
Remarks 5.15. The following results hold, precisely as for A,&: 
A2o and (for /?E$) A$, are functors from SO(21, R) to the categories 
(respectively) of finitely generated R-algebras and of finitely generated R- 
modules; we have 
the canonical map 
&-n,+,(P, ( >,&I 
i= 1 
is an injection. 
The following result is immediate, upon comparison of the preceding 
definition with Proposition 5.12: 
PROPOSITION 5.16. There exists a natural transformation 8 of the 
functor A& into the functor Azo, uniquley speczyied by the two following 
requirements: 
(i) 0 is the identity on the common generating submodu~e of= 1 A’P 
of.4&CP, ( >, E) andA,f,(P, ( >, E). 
(ii) If /3 and ,l3’ are uncrossed elements of 9, (cf ikfinition 5.131, and ij 
w  E &,(P, ( >> ~1, W’E ~p,‘,V, ( >, c); 
then 
O(ww’) = O(w) O(w’). 
Moreover, 0 is then an epimorphism which preserves the gradation by fF,, 
i.e., for all /I in 9[, 
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6. THE GROUP SO(21, C) 
This section is devoted to verifying that Definition 5.14 indeed yields the 
correct flag-algebra and representation-modules A:,, LI$ (/I E 4) for the 
classical group SO(21, C). We shall thus assume, for the remainder of this 
section, that (P, ( ), E) is a nonsingular oriented quadratic module of even 
rank n = 21 over an algebraically closed field R of characteristic 0. 
As in Section 2, we shall say that an ordered basis (e,,..., e,) for P over R 
is adapted to ( > if we have 
(e,, ej) = 1 if i+j=n+l 
= 0 otherwise 
and is adapted to E if 
e, A ..’ A e, = E. 
It is readily seen that there exists an ordered basis for P adapted to both 
( ) and E, if and only if 
(&,&)=(-l)l (6.1) 
and for the rest of this section we shall assume (6.1) holds. (If we modify 
the original E to satisfy (6.1), this causes no essential change in the flag- 
algebra Ago(P, ( ), E).) Note that, by Eq. (4.9), (6.1) implies 
*2 = dentity on A’P. 
Our present goal is to show that, under these hypotheses, A&(P, ( ), E) 
coincides with the flag-algebra n + (G) as defined in Section 1, where G is 
the 2Ldimensional special orthogonal group 
G = Aut(P, ( ), E). 
We shall also show that A&(P, ( ), ) E coincides with the coordinate- 
ring of the isotropic flag variety Iso Flag of (P, ( ), E), defined (as in Sec- 
tion 2) as follows: 
Denote by 33 the Zariski-closed subset of 
?zP=PO.. @P (n times) 
consisting of all bases for P adapted to ( ); this is the disjoint union of the 
sets gz’,, BP8 consisting of those ( )-adapted bases which are adapted to E, 
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-8, respectively; each of the latter is an irreducible variety in nP (since G 
acts transitively on each). Consider the maps 
q4:nP-+AP, (el,...,e,)kbel+(el A e,)+ ... +(e, A ‘.. Ae,) 
gl,,,:nP-tAP, (el,...,e,)k-+e,+(e, A e2)+ ... +(el A ... A e,) 
and denote the images of g’, BE,, ?K, under q5 by Ad Flag, Ad Flag,, 
Ad Flag ME (respectively); similarly, we denote the images of B’, gE,, 93 --e 
under q51,2 (respectively) by Iso Flag, Iso Flag,, Iso FlagpE. 
As in Section 2, we may use (2.6) to set up isomorphisms 
Iso Flag, M Ad Flag,, Iso Flag-,zAd Flag,; 
these are irreducible varieties, since BE,, &, are. 
Note the following alternative characterization of Iso Flag, (resp. 
Iso Flag-,): it is the Zariski closure in AP of the set of all 
.fi + (fi A fz) + ‘. + (.f, A . . A f/) 
where s1 ,..., fi are any isotropic mutually orthogonal elements of P such 
that f, A ..’ A fi lies iii P (resp. AL,P), i.e., such that 
*(fl A .” Af,)=T.fi A .” Afl (resp. -z.fl A ... Afi) 
where T = (- l)‘(‘- ‘)“. 
Note also that 
Iso Flag, = Iso Flag, n Iso Flag--E 
is the Zariski closure of the set of 
for all (I - 1 )-tuples of mutually orghogonal isotropic elements of P. 
To recapitulate: we are now dealing with four rival flag-algebras, whit 
we wish to prove algebra-isomorphic in pairs: 
A + (G)==/I,$,AP, ( >, 81, R[Iso Flag] =A,&(P, ( ), E); 
moreover, we shall see that all four are module-isomorphic. (The former, 
n +(G) and R[lso Flag], are the algebras of geometric interest; the latter 
two, defined purely algebraically by generators and relations in a basis-free 
fashion and extendable to the more abstract context of Section 5, must be 
shown to coincide with these.) 
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Representation-modules for the fundamental representations of the 
group G are given by 
A’G (1 <i<Z), A:$, A’,G (6.2) 
(cf. Samuelson [7, pp. 138-1391). For p E $?! (cf. Definition 5.12) we define 
the representation A& as follows: 
If /I = (a,,..., a,), max ai< 1 set A& equal to the Cartan product of the 
representations Aa1P ,..., AafP. If /I= (n, +) with n= (a, ,..., a,), max ui= 1 
then set A&, equal to the Cartan product of the s representations 
A al if ai<l, Ai+I if ai=l (1 <i<s); 
define A&, similarly if p = (71, - 1). 
The representations A&(/II E g!e,) then give a complete list of inequivalent 
irreducible finite-dimensional rational representations of G. 
Remark. If (fi,...,f,) with fi 3 ... >fr > 0 is the conjugate partition to 
rc, then the notation in Boerner [l, p. 2491 for these representations would 
be: 
fl 2 . . . >f, 3 . .. > 0 if max 7c < 1; j-1 3 ... >.f* if /I = (n, +); 
fi> ... 2 [I-f,] if P= (71,-). 
We recall the well-known fact that A +(G) is in a unique way the direct 
sum of submodules isomorphic to these irreducible representations: 
A+(G)= 0 AL,, 
PEIl 
the multiplication in A + (G) being the Cartan product. 
We map the fundamental representations (6.2) of G into Iso Flag via the 
G-equivariant maps 
defined by 
ICY,,: A’P --f R[Iso Flag,] (1 <i<Z) (6.3) 
(Ki,~W)(wl + ‘.’ +O/)= (W3 Oj) 
for l<i<l, OEA’P, o,+ ... +o,EIsoFlag,. 
Set 
2=(-l)‘u+‘w, CT = ( - 1)‘; 
(6.4) 
then the maps 
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are nonzero (hence injective) since 
7ci,&!l)(el + . . . + e, A . . . A e,) = &- 1 
if {e, ,..., e,> is a basis adapted to ( ) and to E, and 
also wEA’ if i=Z 
By cont;ast, K~,;(~[.P) = 0, by Proposition 5.9. 
Via these maps, we define a gradation of R[Iso Flag,] by partitions 71 
whose highest element is <I, as follows: we define, for such a 
7T = (a,,..., a,), 
R”[Iso Flag,] 
to be the R-span of all products K,,,~(o,) ,..., K,~,~(o,) where CD~E,~~P 
(1 di<ss). 
Clearly R[Iso Flag,] is the sum of these pieces; we shall show in a 
second that this sum is direct. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Zf max 7~ < 1 then the G-module R”[Iso Flag,] is 
isomorphic to A&, while if max z = I, it is isomorphic to A :$ ; also 
R[Iso Flag,] = @ R”[Iso Flag,] 
maxn<l 
ProoJ: Pick a fixed basis 
in g8,, let B, be the Bore1 subgroup of G, consisting of those elements of G 
represented by upper triangular matrices with respect to (6.5) and let N, 
be the unipotent radical of B,. The morphism 
E’: G/N, -+ Ad Flag,, xN, --f qS(xel ,..., x2,) 
is dominant. Precisely as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 in Section 2, the 
varieties Iso Flag, and Ad Flag, are isomorphic, whence also 
I: G/N, + Iso Flag,, xN, + q51,2(x21 ,..., x2,) (6.6) 
is dominant, and so there is a monomorphism 
I$: R[Iso Flag,] -n’(G). 
It is well known that ,4 + (G) is the direct sum of the irreducible represen- 
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tation-modules A&,; hence z: maps Im IC~,~ onto At,, if 1~ i < Z, and maps 
ICY,, onto /If:&. Since he former generate R[Iso Flag,], the proof is now 
immediate. 
COROLLARY. 
R”[Iso Flag,] %:/if,, if max rc < I; 
R”[Iso Flag,] %A;;; if maxrr=Z. 
We next consider the analogous questions for Iso Flag--E ; while doing 
so, it will be advisable to temporarily adopt a more precise notation, 
writing, e.g., AI+ (P, ( ), E) instead of Al+ P, etc. Let T: P -+ P denote the 
linear transformation which interchanges Z, and Zl+, and fixes each other 
tTi, thus converting (6.5) to the new basis 
el ,..., el+ 1, el,..., 2, 
of orientation --a T is an isomorphism in the category SO(21, C), 
(P, ( ), a) to (P, ( ), -E), and induces vector-space isomorphisms 
(6.7) 
from 
A:(p, < >>4+++(P, ( >, --E)=AL(P, ( ),E) 
etc. Since the preceding results are functorial in the category SO(21, C), the 
following is an immediate consequence of the preceding proposition: 
PROPOSITION 6.2. There is a dominant morphism 
I’: G/N, --f Iso Flag-,, xN, H&~(x?~ ,..., x2,+ 1, x2, ,..., x2,) 
(utilizing the basis (6.7)) inducing the monomorphism 
15,: R[Iso Flag,] + ,4 +(G). 
The maps 
IC~,-~: A’P -+ R[Iso Flag-,] (l<idZ) 
(defined as before by (6.4)) give rise as before to a gradation 
R[Iso Flag-,] = @ R”[Iso Flag-,]; 
maxn~l 
moreover, R”[Iso Flag-,] is mapped by l*_, isomorphically onto the com- 
ponent /If,, of A + (G) if max x < 1, and jsomorphically onto A:&” zy 
max 7c= 1. 
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PROPOSITION 6.3 There is a dominant embedding 
1”: G/N; -+ Iso Flag,, xN; I-+ d,,,(xt?, ,..., x2,- 1, 
where N’, 2 N, is the stability group at ~$,;,(t?, ,..., F,_ 1, 0 ,..., O), inducing the 
composite monomorphism 
z$ R[Iso Flag,] + R[G/N’] -+ A +(Gf. 
The maps 
IC~,~: A’P --f R[Iso Flag,] (i,<l- 1) 
give rise as before to a gradation 
R[Iso Flag,] = @ R”[Iso Flag,]; 
maxa<l 
moreover, 2: maps R”[Iso Flag,] isomorphically onto A&, $max TT < 1. 
ProoJ: Same as the proof of the two preceding propositions. 
One final observation and we shall be ready to compare the four ‘“flag- 
algebras” under consideration: we note that each of them contains 
& A’P 
i= 1 
(6.8) 
a generating sub-R-module. 
yi&(p3 ( >> &I 
For the “abstract” flag-algebras 
and As’,(P, ( ), E) this is immediate from the con- 
siderations of Section 5. The embedding of (6.8) into R[Iso Flag] is given 
by the maps 
rci: A’P + R[Iso Flag] (1 <i<l) 
defined by (IL~w)(w~ + ..’ + wI) = (CO, CO,); this is indeed injective (using 
the preceding propositions). Finally, the embedding rl- of (6.8) into 
A +(G) = R[G/N,] is given by following the preceding embedding by the 
above maps 1: and/or z?,, i.e., by the formulas 
(Efcr)(gN,)= (cc,gS, A ... r\g,) if ~EA’P, i<I, gEG; 
(k[,,cc)(gN,)= (ct,gF, A ... ~gge,) if EEA~P, LEG; 
(ff,-,a)(gN,)= -(%@I A “. A@-, “,!iF,+,) 
if cc~AL,ip, gEG; (6.9) 
where g = (- I)/(‘+ 1)/2. 
We are now ready for the main theorem of this section 
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THEOREM 6.4. There is a commuting diagram 
where the vertical arrows denote R-algebra isomorphisms, and the horizontal 
arrows R-module isomorphisms, defined as follows: 
All four corners of (6.8) contain (by injections explained above) 
@ A’P 
i=l 
as generating sub-R-module, and we require all four maps in (6.8) to be the 
identity on this R-module. This determines (we now claim) well-defined R- 
algebra isomorphisms tisO, tso. There exists a unique R-module isomorphism 
0 satisfying this and the additional requirement that, tf /I? and 6’ are 
uncrossed elements of 3, (cf Definition 5.12) and tf w E RP, CD’ E RP’, then 
0,(00’) = O,(o) O,(d). (6.10) 
A similar rule (which has already been given in Proposition 5.16) deter- 
mines 0. 
Proof It suffices to prove the five following facts: 
A. The above rule yields a well-defined algebra-homomorphism tAD. 
B. Same for lso. 
C. Same for 0,. (Note that Proposition 5.15 takes care of 0.) 
D. tso is manic. (Note: it is clearly epic, as are the three other maps 
in the diagram.) 
E. O,o liS0 is manic. 
Proof of A: tisO is well defined. We must show that the relations of 
Proposition 5.5 hold on rl[Iso Flag]. Two things must be verified in the 
algebra /1 [Iso Flag]: 
(Ai) For l>p>q, (X, A ... A X,)(Y, A .*. A Y,) has Young sym- 
metry from the Y’s to the X’s: 
It suffices to show, (e,,..., e,) being an ordered basis adapted to ( ) (but 
not necessarily to E), and 4 being the corresponding isotropic flag 
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that the expression 
b/AX1 A ..’ A q1w b,(YI A ‘.. * cJIC41B 
= (X, A ... r\X,,e, A .‘. A e,)(Y, A “. A Y,, e, A ... A es) 
has Young symmetry from the Y’s to the X’s: but this is just Sylvester’s 
identity (cf. [9, Sect. I]). 
(Aii) p and q being both <l [*(X, A ... A Xn_,)] 
(Y, A A Yq) = H has Young symmetry from they’s to the X’s: 
Let e, ,..., e, be as above; then, setting oi = e, A “. A ei for 1 d i < n, 
69((b)= (*(Xl A .” A x,-,),O,)(y, A .‘. A y,, WY> 
=(-1p-“‘(X, A ... A x,-,,*o,)(Y, A .‘. A Y‘,,O,) 
=(--l)“(x, A ‘.. Ax _ n p,el A ..’ A en-p) 
x(Y, * ... A Y,,e, A ... A eq> 
where p depends only on n, p and on whether e, A . . A e, = E or -E; we 
finish as before. 
Proof of B. We must show that the relations of De~n~tion 5.12 ho1 
R[G/U] = A +(G). 
We begin by showing that, if I >p > 4, the expression (X, A ‘. . A X,1. 
ty, A . .. A Yy) = H in the algebra /1 +(G) has Yound symmetry from the 
Y’s to the X’s, By definition, its value on the coset gU is 
(X, A .” A x,, @, A ... A gi?p)(Y, A .” A Y,,gi?, A .” A @,) 
which has the desired symmetry by Sylvester’s identity. Essentially the same 
argument shows that the expressions II through V in Proposition512 ha 
Young symmetry, when evaluated in the algebra A +(G). We next show 
has starred Young alternation; it suffices to observe that 
(*(XI A ... A x,_,),ge, A .” A ge,)(Y, A .” A Y,,@, A .” A,@,: 
= ,(x1 A ..’ A Xnep, * e, A ..’ A gi?,)> 
X (Y, A .‘. AY @fig- 4’ 
.‘. Age,) 
= &-(x, A ‘.’ A x,-p,@, A “. A@,-,) 
X(y, A .‘. A Y,,@, A “. Age,), 
the last equation holding because the basis ge,,..., gZp is adapted to ( > 
and E. 
Finally, we must show that Eq. (5.12) holds in A c (G), wit 
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1. We evaluate both sides of (5.12) on gU (g E G); since the right side of 
(5.12) is independent of the choice of free basis for P, we pick the basis 
(e 1 ,..., e,) = (gel ,..., g&J. Th e value of the right side of (5.12) on gU then 
becomes (since the base (e 1 ,..., e,) is adapted to ( ) and E) 
=C (ei A co, *(el A ... A e,-l))(e,+lpi A a’, *(el A ... A cl-l)) 
=c (e, A 0, e, A .‘. A e,+,)(e,+,-i A cd, e, A ... A el+,). 
Of the two factors (ei A c&e, A ... A el+,) and (e,+r-i A CO’, 
eI A ... A el+,), the first vanishes unless i+j=n+ 1 for 1 <j61+ 1, and 
the second unless n + 1 - i +j = n + 1 for 1 <j < I + 1; the only possibilities 
are i = 1 or I + 1, so the above sum simplifies to 
(e, A co, e, A ‘.. A e,+,)(e,+, A co’, e, A ... A e,+l) 
+ (e,,, A 0, e, A ... A e!+,(e, A co’, e, A ... A el+,) 
= (CO, e, A ..’ A e,)(o’, e, A ... A e,-, A e,,,) 
- (0, e, A ... A e,-, A e,+,)(o’, e, A ... A e,). 
The second term is 0, because o E A: and e, A ..a A e,- I A e,, 1 is the 
orthogonal space A$,, while the first term is oo’ (i.e., the left side of 
(5.12)) evaluated at iN. 
Ad C. This follows from Propositions 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. 
Ad D. We must show that the generating quadratic relations for 
.4 + (G) given by Kostant’s theorem (Theorem 1.1 in Section 1) follow from 
the relations of Definition 5.14. 
With respect to the given basis E,,..., 2, for P (adapted to ( ) and E) 
used above to define U, we define Er3" to be the linear transformation 
P -+ P which maps E, into F,, all other .Fi to 0. A basis for the Lie algebra of 
G is then given by 
-& = E’,” _ E” + 1 - .W + 1 -t- (r+s<n+l) 
and the dual basis with respect to the Killing form is then given by 
Using these, a straightforward computation yields the following Kostant 
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relations for each pair of fundamental representations (6.2) for G (except 
for the pair Af P, AL,P which we may omit because the relations of 
Definition(5.14) include (5.12)). 
In API’@ AqP (q <p 6 I): For i, ,..., ip, j, ,..., j, between 1 and M 
@(e,, A ... A 6, A e, A . ” A ejp) 
- i i: Cc;,., ei,> f: (ej, A .” A ii A i?, A ..’ A eip) 
A=1 @‘=I l<r<n 
r#Jv 
@(e,, A “’ A gj, A e,,+,er A ..’ A e,) 
- q(Q A ... A ep) @ (ejl A “. A ejq). 
In A: P@AYP (q < I): Same, with p replaced by 2 and all g, A ... A g, 
by Lgl A ... A 8,1+ I. 
In A’- PO AqP (q < I): Same, with obvious replacements 
In A/+ PO A*+ P: Same, with obvious replacements. 
In A’ P@ Ai- P: Same, with obvious replacements. 
We must show that these all become 0 when the 0 is replaced by mul- 
tiplication in A&. We shall verify this here only for (6.4), the proof in t 
four other cases being precisely the same. Indeed, the fact that 
(xl A “I A &)( Y, A ‘.. A Y,) has Young symmetry in A:o shows that 
A&iiAe,pA ... A ejp)(eji A “’ A fijp A e, A .~. A ejq) 
A=1 p=1 
=q(ej, A ... A e,,)(e,, A ... A ejq), 
whence the image of (6.9) in A&, may be simplified to 
/.=l p=l r=l 
X (eji A ... A ejv A enil-” A *.. A ej,) 
and for each individual value of ,I and p the sum in Y vanishes by 
Theorem 4.3. 
Ad E. Let each of Al,..., A, denote one of the fundamental represen- 
tations in (6.2); assume this list does not contain both A:,P and ALIP. 
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We then have he commuting diagram 
where p is a suitable element of ~9~ (each such /I indeed occurring in this 
way), and we are done if we show Ker rc2 c Ker rcn,. 
Theorem 1.1 shows Ker 7~~ is generated by the Kostant relations listed in 
D above; their images via rcr in Ai& vanish, since the relations used in D to 
show their images in /igo vanish also hold in A&. 
This completes the proof of E, and thus of Theorem 6.4. 
7. THE ORTHOGONAL GROUP 
In the present section, R denotes any commutative ring with 1, and n 
any positive integer. 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let (P, ( )) be a nonsigular orientable quadratic R- 
module of rank IZ (cf. Definition 2.1); by the orthogonal flag-algebra 
G(P, ( >)=K(P, ( >)I7 
of (P, ( )) over R will be meant the quotient 
AR’(P)IIR(P> < >) 
where As(P) is the R-algebra given by [ x, Definition 1.31, and 
I,(P, ( )) denotes the ideal in A,+ (P) generated by the set of all 
E.O,-(-1) t(t-11)/2+f(n-yE, E)*E(Ot) (7.1) 
(E any orientation of P, 0 9 t 6 n,‘c0, E A’P). 
Remark 7.2. Note that A,+ is a covanant functor from the category 
O(n, R) given in Definition 2.1 to the category of commutative associative 
m-algebras, which clearly behaves well under change of rings (since 
A,+ does), i.e., if S is an R-algebra, there is a natural isomorphism 
4T(P> ( ))ROR s=:n,tII(P, < ))OR as 
of S-algebras. Note also that if 7.1 holds for one orientation E of P (and all 
oz), it holds for all orientations; this follows immediately from 
*ueCo, = u-‘*&o, (U any unit in R). 
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A,f (P, ( )) has in a natural way a structure as grade 
we next examine. 
DEFINITION 7.3. Assume R, P, ( ) as in efinition 7.1. If x is a no 
empty partition, with max a <: n/2, i.e., 
a= (a,,..., a,), 
rl 
5 
>a,3 .‘. >a,>0 
then we denote by 
&w, ( >)R 
the image of A”P in A;(P, ( )), and by 
4F-“(P, ( >I/? 
(7.2a) 
(7.2b) 
the image of A~“~“‘~--~~“~~P; if, instead, max M = n/2 (so n is even), we denote 
bY 
4xp3 < >lR (7.k) 
the image of ci”P. We also define (for the “empty partition” Ip) 
AfJ’(P, ( ))R= R, Ay-‘‘(P, ( ),, = AT. 
We denote by J&(n) the set of all “exponents” occurring in (7a) throug 
(7d), i.e., 
d&(n) = 
i 
(a, a): max a < 
?I 
*,o= +1 
I 
u 
i 
,:maxn=i 
i 
u{(c#J, 1),(&l)) 
and define a binary operation + on I& which gives it the structure of a 
commutative monoid, with neutral element (q5, I), as follows: 
For 
CI = (a, ,..., a, >, B= (bi,..., b,) 
set 
au P(a,,..., a,, b,,..., b,). (7.3) 
(Recall that this is the operation for the monoid that grades II ‘P.) Then 
set 
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~,= +“1’ (CI,~)+(p,cr’)=(auP,ao) ‘f ’ 1 maxa<n/2, max/?<n/2, 0 and 
ii) (a, o)+p= p + (a, 0) = a u p if max a < n/2, max /I = n/2, 
fJ= +1. 
(iii) a+fi=au/I if maxa=maxp=n/2. 
(iv) (4, ~)+P=P+(& l)=~ (all pin A(n)). 
(v) (q&l)+(~~,a)=(a,-0) if maxa<n/2, (d,-l)+~=a if 
maxa=n/2, and (4,--l)+($,-l)=(d,+l). 
If rc EJ&(~), an element in &$(P, ( )) will be called an “orthogonal 
shape of degree cx over (P, ( )).” 
Remark 7.4. For each rr in A,(n), A; is a covariant functor from 
O(n, R) into R, the category of finitely presented R-modules, which com- 
-with change of rings; if also x’ E MO(n), then (using (7.1)) it is clear 
that 
(the product being taken in A,+), i.e., &(P, ( ))R is graded as an R- 
algebra by the monoid I&. 
Note that, because of (ii) in Definition 7.3, the grading monoid &Z,,(n) for 
O(n) does not obey the cancellation law, i.e., does not map injectively into 
its Grothendieck group. 
PROPOSITION 7.5. 
Proof: Set I= [n/Z], and denote by A(n) the monoid which grades 
n + P, consisting of all partitions a such that max a <n, with monoid 
operation given by (7.3). Also, if LO E n + P, denote by [w10 the image of o 
in K(P, ( >I. 
A,+ is spanned over R by the set of all 
&= [co,,’ ... *w,Jo (7.4) 
where CO,! E A”P (1 < i < s); using 7.1, we may rewrite 6 so that all ti are 6 I 
or =n; we may also arrange that at most one ti equals n, using the con- 
sequence 
of 7.1 (note also that *,E = 1); if n is even and some ti = n/2, we may also 
arrange (7.4) so that no ti = n. It is now clear that 
b+(P, ( >I= c 4w, ( >). 
PEA(n) 
(7.5) 
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To show the sum (7.5) is direct, we begin by noting the existence of a 
surjective monoid-homomorphism 
71: Af(n) -+ Aqn) 
defined as follows. If 
c! = (i"', 2"',..., ?P) E J&(n) 
(using the usual “exponential notation” for partitions, whereby 1 ‘I 
indicates that 1 occurs a, times in CL, etc.) then: 
(i) If n is odd, we set 
j$,)=((,al+rrn-i, p+*n-z,.,., p/+%1), (-fyv+li +a,), 
(ii) If n is even, and a, = 0, we set 
71(CI)=((lal+nn-1,..., (/-1)“‘-‘+“‘+‘), (-l)ai+li’ ‘+a.), 
(ii) If n is even, a, > 0, we set 
x(z)= (lal+a*-‘)...) (I- ly-‘+-I, I”‘). 
Note that the preceding argument shows that 
w  E A”P =a [m] E A,“(“)P. 
The two terms in (7.1) have degrees (n, t), (n - e), respectively, in A(n) 
and these have the same image under rr. Since the ideal I,(P, ( )) in 
AZ (P) is by definition generated by the elements (7.1) it follows that if 
and if, for all p in A&(n) we set 
then each R, is also in I,(P, ( )) (i.e., the ideal I,(P, ( )) is 
homogeneous with respect to the gradation on A +I’ induced by rr). 
if pi ,..., ,qW are distinct elements of A’Jn), and if 
satisfy 
cz7, + ... f&,=0, 
4X2,94/2-3 
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then, picking cli E A!‘(n) such that ~(a,) = pi and then picking oi E ci*lP such 
that [oil = Gi, we have 
R=o,t ... +~,Ez,(P, < >I, 
which implies that 
R,=wMP, ( >I (l<i<N) 
i.e., that each Gi = 0. Thus, the sum (7.5) is direct, as asserted. 
PROPOSITION 7.6. For ,a E AO(n), denote by 2; the composite functor 
SO(n, R) -+f O(n, R) -+ Mod, - 
where f is the “forgetful functor” 
then there are natural isomorphisms: 
and 
nyp;l”; 
( 
n 
neven,maxa=- . 
2 1 
(7.6) 
Remark 7.7. In terms of the classical representation theory, (7.6) 
corresponds to the fact that each finite-dimensional irreducible represen- 
tation of SO(n) branches into two irreducible representations of O(n), with 
the exception of those cases, indicated by (7.7) (which only occur when II is 
even), when an irreducible representation of O(n) splits as a direct sum of 
two irreducible representations of SO(n) (corresponding to the decom- 
position 
4cJ z:ng$@Agg 
given by Proposition 5.16). 
Proof of Proposition 7.6. Suppose first that 
a = <al,..., a,), ;>a, >/,... >a,>0 
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and denote by K” the kernel of the R-epimorphism 
8”: nip -+ np+‘(P, ( ))K; 
thus 
K*=A”PnI,(P, ( )). 
We utilize again the monoid-epimorphism 
defined in the proof of Proposition 7.5, together with the fact that 
I,(P, ( )) is homogeneous with respect to the A&(n)-grading on Ai P 
induced from ,u, to conclude that every w  in K” may be written in the form 
Thus Ap’)(P, ( ))R is the quotient of Al,P, obtained by imposing the 
requirement that 
1% >.‘.> 031 (Oi E A>P) 
have starred Young alternation between each pair wi, wj of factors; this 
implies the first isomorphism in (7.6), using Proposition 5.5 an its 
corollary. 
The proofs of the second isomorphism in (7.6), and of (7.7), are precisely 
similar. 
THEOREM 7.8. If (P, ( )) . IS a nonsingular quadratic module of rank n 
over C, and if 93 is a Bore1 subgroup of the Lie group 
G=Aut(P, ( ))zO(n, C) 
with unipotent radical U, then there is a G-equivariant isomorphism 
o=CWJl--4TiP, < ))I: 
of C-algebras. 
ProoJ: Pick a basis (e,,..., e,} for P, such that 
(e,, ej) = 1 if i+j=n+l 
= 0 otherwise; 
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without loss of generality, we may assume ,!Z# chosen as the group of all @- 
endomorphisms of (P, ( ) ) which are represented with respect to 
{e i,..., e,} by upper semi-triangular matrices of determinant 1 (so U con- 
sists of those elements of B represented by upper semi-triangular matrices 
with l’s down the diagonal). We set E = e, A . . . A e,. 
It is well known that @[G/U] is a direct sum of finite-dimensional G- 
invariant subspaces, and that every finite-dimensional irreducible 
polynomial representation of G over C is isomorphic to that furnished by 
precisely one of these summands. Let us recall in detail the explicit charac- 
terization of these summands: we have 
CCWl= CD @CW-U, (7.8) 
P E &o(n) 
with the G-invariant subspace @[G/U]” of C [G/U] defined as follows: 
Set 1= [n/2]. If CI is a partition with max a 6 1, set the conjugate par- 
tition a* equal to (bi,..., b,) with b,> ... >b,>O (so t>Z) and set b,=O 
for t<i<l. For Al,..., Al nonzero complex numbers, we denote by 
A(1 1 >...> AI) the element of %? represented with respect to {e, ,..., e,> by 
diag(1, ,..., il,, 1, A.;‘,..., Al} if n is odd, and by diag(31, ,..., A,, A;l,..., A;-‘} if 
n is even. We now distinguish three cases: 
Case 1: n odd, p= (a, (T) (cr= +l, max ~61). Here, UZ[G/U]” is 
defined to consist of all complex polynomial functions f on G, constant on 
left cosets of U, which satisfy the two following properties: 
and 
f (xA(1, ,..., 1,) U) = Lfl. . . Qf (XV) (all x in G) (7.9) 
f((-x) U)=,(-l)bl+...+b’f(XU) (all x in G). (7.10) 
Case 2: n even, p = (a? a) (CT = + 1, max CY < I). Here, fE[G/U]” consists 
of those f which satisfy (7.9) and 
f(x&~)=~f(x~) (all x in G) (7.11) 
where g, is the element of G, of determinant - 1, defined by 
g0e, = el+ 1, goel+ I = eh g,e, = ej if if1 or 1+1. 
Case 3: n even, p = a (where max CI = 1). In this case, @[G/U]” consists 
of those f which satisfy (7.9). 
We note that, with the preceding definitions, we have 
I  
@[G/U]“‘a=[G/U]“‘~c[G/Ul”+“‘, 
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so that the preceding construction endows @[G/U] witR the structure of a 
graded @-algebra over the monoid h&(n), the grade pieces @[G/iTjP 
being G-invariant. 
Now consider the G-equivariant epimorphism 
$,:SAP+@[G/U] 
of @-algebras, defined by: 
d1(~1>..., w,)(xU) = fi (wj, xe, A ... A xe,,) (7.12) 
r=l 
if wi E A'"lP for 1 d i < t and x E G. It is readily verified that 
41 ( fI vi,l A .’ A vi,m,) 
i=l 
exhibits Young alternation in the partitioned set of variables 
({Vl,l,..., v l,m, >Y..> bJr.1 >...Y %J > 
so that q51 factors through A$ P, and that in fact #1 annihilates the 
elements 
&OOt-(-l)‘(‘~l)‘*+r(n~‘)(&,&) *E(o,) (7.13) 
which furnish the defining relations (7.1) for A,+ (P, ( ))@, so that 4, fac- 
tors further through A: (P, ( ))c. We next give in some detail the 
straightforward computations which prove the preceding assertion that q5, 
annihilates the elements (7.12), since it is this part of the argument whit 
explains the particular sign 
(-l)‘(‘- 1)/Z + 1(n ~ f) 
chosen in (7.1): 
I~xEG, co,~ii~P,w~~,~/i~~'P then 
(det x)(*,o~, &,) E= (det x) o, A wl-?= @‘x)(0,) A (A”Pfx)(w~P,) 
= ( *JfX(Ot), nn-rx(o:,p,)) F 
= ((A”-‘x)-l *JfX(Or), w;-l) E: 
whence 
i.e., 
(det x) *Eat = (A -rX)-l *&.ArX(Wt) 
(det x)(AnPzx) sE and *,(A’x) 
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coincide on A’P. Hence, 
(#l~)(~U). (c$,w,)(xU) = (E, A”x(e, A .** A e,))(o,, A’x(e, A ... A e,)) 
= (det x)(&, &)(o,, /i’x(e, A *.. A e,)) 
=(-l)‘(‘-1)/2(det~)(&,&)(01, (/i’x) *E(el A .” A en_,)) 
= (- l)‘(f-1)‘2(~, E)(w,, *,~“~‘x(e, A ... A en-,)) 
=(-l)‘(r~1)‘2+f(n~t)(E, &)(*,Wt, A”-‘x(e, A ‘.. A en-,)) 
= (- l)f(‘~1)‘2+t(n--)(&, E)(& *&O,)(x), 
which proves the assertion. 
Thus there exists a unique @-epimorphism 4 which makes the following 
diagram commute: 
(7.14) 
where rc is the natural projection, and d2 is given by 
d2(% * . . . - w,)(xU) = n (Oj, xe, A ... A xe,() 
i= 1 
(wi E nMzP, x E G). (Here, the multiplication in o1 ... o, is that in (i + P, 
rather than that in SAP as in (7.12).) All the maps in (7.14) are G- 
equivariant epimorphisms of C-algebras; moreover, if (as in the proof of 
Propositions 7.5 and 7.6) we give nz P the structure of an J&(n)-graded 
algebra via the monoid-epimorphism ,u: M(n) + I&, it is readily verified 
that rc and d2, hence also 4, respect the AO(n)-gradation. Thus, the proof of 
the theorem will be complete, once it is shown that each 
4“: &P, < >)c + ~CWI” (P E Jan)) 
is manic. Three cases must be considered: 
Case 1: p = (4, f 1). Trivial. 
Case 2: p = (a, o), c = f 1 and max CI < n/2. Set G, = Aut(P, ( ), E) zz 
SO(n). We see from (7.9) and Theorems 2.2 and 6.4 that A,,(P, ( ), E) and 
C[G/U]” represent isomorphic irreducible GO-modules; thus the composite 
4dP, < >> 8) +-+ 4(P, ( >I z CCWT (7.15) 
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(where 1 is the isomorphism of Proposition 7.6) is either 0 or an 
isomorphism. However, this composite is not 0; if cz = (a, ,..., CJ~), a simple 
computation shows that (whether CT = 1 or - 1) 
Hence, qY’ is an isomorphism. 
Case 3: p = CL, max a = n/2. Exactly the same argument as in Case 2 
works, replacing (7.15) by 
/p&d @ /ig-” + &,(P, ( >, El + 4(P, < >I 
T C[IG/Ul” 
where 
(cf. Proposition 5.16 for 11), and replacing (7.16) by 
s 
4 ib 
32 (e, A ... A en--u,il 
i= 1 
8. BASIS-THEOREMS FOR REPRESENTATION-FUNCTORS 
OF DIAGONAL QUADRATIC MODULES 
8.1. Combinatorial Preliminaries 
Associated with each partition 
@I = (4 ,..., 0, >, a,>. .. >a,>0 
there is the Young-Ferrars frame F,, consisting of a horizontal row of ce, 
boxes, with a second row of a2 boxes directly below it, a third row of a, 
boxes directly below that, etc., with the leftmost boxes of each row alligned 
vertically; e.g., for CI = (3, 2, 2 ) the corresponding frame Fz is 
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We denote the jth box in row i by (i,j), and may thus identify F, with 
{(i,j): 1 <i<s, 1 djda,). 
By an n-tableau of type CI will be meant a map 
T: F, -+ (l,..., n) 
which may be visualized by placing the number T(b) in box b of the 
frame FE. 
Note. We allow for the possibility that CI is the empty partition, in 
which case F, is also empty, and there is exactly one n-tableau of type a, 
for every n. (We must be precise about this point since it comes up later in 
an inductive argument.) 
If E is a free R-module on B = {e 1,..., e,} we may associate with every n- 
tableau T of type a the element 
(8.1) 
(this association depending of course on the choice of the ordered basis B) 
with e(T)= 1 E/J<)E=R if a is empty. 
EXAMPLE. For cI= (3,2) and T=::4 we have 
e(T) = (e2 A e3 A e4). (e3 A e,) E A332E. 
A tableau T will be called semi-standard if its numbers strictly increase 
from left to right in each row, i.e., 
T(i,j) < T(i’, j) if i-ci’; 
T is then (traditionally) called standard if in addition the numbers in each 
column are nondecreasing, read from top to bottom, i.e., 
T(i, j) G T(i, j’) if j<j’. 
Note that, if any row of T contains a repetition, then e( 7’) = 0; if not 
then there exists a unique semi-standard tableau, which we shall denote by 
TS, obtained by permuting the numbers within the various rows of T, and 
then e(T) = + e( TS). We recall the result [0, Theorem 0.01 that if E is free 
over B as above, then A”E is free over R on 
{e(T): T is a standard n-tableau of type CX}. 
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DEFINITION 8.1. A tableau T contains a violation if the same number u 
occurs in two distinct rows of T, and there are more positive integers 6v 
repeated in these two rows than there are integers 6v which occur in 
neither of these two rows. A semi-standard tableau with no violations will 
be called regular. (We also adopt the convention that the unique n-tableau 
of type the empty partition is both standard and regular; certainly, it con- 
tains no violations or inversions of order!) 
EXAMPLE. 
2 4 5 
2 3 
is regular, but 
1 4 5 1 2 5 
and 
1 3 2 3 
are not. (In the third example, there is one integer <2 repeated, and none 
omitted from rows 1 and 2.) 
PROPOSITION 8.2. Let the same number v occur in two distinct rows of 
the semi-standard tableau T, in the jth box of one row and the k th box of the 
second; then this repetition constitutes a violation, if and only if 
j$k>v. (8.2) 
Moreover, f T contains such a violation, it contains one for which 
j+k=v+l. (8.3) 
ProoJ; Eet Nj (i = 0, 1, 2) denote the set of positive integers d u which 
occur precisely i times in the two rows of T in question; then (8.3) may be 
written 
which is precisely equivalent to the condition N, > No which defines the 
presence of a violation. 
This proves the first assertion; to prove the second, it suffkes to prove 
that (8.3) holds if v is the smallest integer repeated in the two rows in 
question, whose repetition in these two rows constitutes a violation. 
If N, > 1 then there are integers <v repeated in the two rows in 
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question; let ur be the largest of these, occurring in boxes i,, jr, respec- 
tively, of these two rows (so i, < i, j, <j since T is semi-standard). Our 
assumption on u implies that this repetition of u1 does not satisfy (8.2), i.e., 
There are no numbers repeated in T between the occurrences of v and vr in 
the two rows in question so 
(j-jr+l)+(k-k,+l)<v-u,+l. 
The two preceding inequalities imply 
j+k+l<v 
which contradicts (8.2). 
This proves N2 = 1 and hence N,, = 0 (since N, > N,), which implies that 
equality holds in (8.4), and so in (8.3). 
The following two lemmas will be used in the proof of the combinatorial 
rule given by Theorem 8.10 (below) for the dimension of the irreducible 
representations of O(n). 
LEMMA 8.3. Let 
T= al :::a, 
bl b, 
be a semi-standard n-tableau of type ( p, q) (so p 2 q); let the complement of 
(al ,..., a,} in { l,..., n} be a; < . . . <a;, (sop+p’=n) andsupposep’aq. 
Then T is standard if and only if the n-tableau 
is regular. 
ProoJ Note that T is semi-standard. 
if: Suppose that T were standard and T’ not regular; by Proposition 8.1, 
this means we have (for suitable i < p’ and j d q) 
a,! = bj = u, i+j>u+ 1. 
This says that the numbr (namely, i) of entries <u in the first row of T’ 
>u + 1 -j. Hence, the number of entries 6 u in the first row of T is 
u-idj-1 and hence is u-i<j-1 and hence 
aj > u = bj 
contradicting the assumption that T is standard, 
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only 13 Suppose that T’ were regular and T not standar Let i be minimal 
such that a, > bi; then aj < bi < bi for j< i. It follows that bj is not in the 
first row of T (since a,- 1 < bi < ai) and hence is in the first row of T’, say, 
Since there are precisely i- 1 a’s <b,, there are precisely hi- i + 1 a’s <hi, 
that is, 
k=b,-ii 1. 
Thus T’ has the violation indicated by 
ai=bi=i+k-- 1 
contradicting the hypothesis that it is regular. 
LEMMA 8.4. There does not exist a standard and regular (21- 1 )-tableau 
of type (L 0. 
ProoJ: We reason by induction on 1. For I = 1 the only l-tableau of type 
(1, 1) is i, which is standard but not regular. 
Suppose now that I> 1, and that T= ;; ::: ;; were a standard and regular 
(2 - I)-tableau. Since, for 1 < i < I, the tableau T, = ii:::;; is then also stan- 
dard (whence all its elements are 6b,) and regular, it follows from t 
induction hypothesis that the latter cannot be a (2i - 1 )-tableau, i.e., 
bi 2 2i for 16iGl. 
Since also b, < ... < b,<21- 1, it follows that (bl,..., b,) must be the 
sequence (2,4 ,..., 21- 2,21- 1). 
Since T is standard, a, < b, = 21- 1. 
If a, = 2I- 1, then the repetition of 21- 1 in the two rows of T constitutes 
a violation (in the notation of Proposition 8.1 we have j = k = I- I, 
‘v’ = 21- 1 so (8.4) holds); similarly, (8.4) holds if a, = 21- 2. Finally, if 
a,s21- 3, whence a,- 1 < 21- 4, then since the tableau T,- 1 is regular and 
standard, so is the tableau 
T = a I,..., ni-2,~iL-l 
2,....2(/- 2),2/L 3 
obtained from it by modifying the last element in its second row (since 
2E- 3 does not occur in the first row, this modification cannot introduce a 
violation); since T’ is a (21-3)-tableau, this contradicts the induction 
hypothesis. 
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8.2. Free Bases for Representation-Functions of Diagonable Quadratic 
Modules 
Amsume R is a commutative ring and (E, ( ), E an object in SO(n, R). 
It will be convenient to extend the earlier meaning of the symbol 
A&(E, ( ), E), defined for even n by Definition 5.1, by agreeing that it 
shall coincide as graded R-algebra with A,+,(E, ( ), E) when n is odd. 
Thus, independently of the parity of n, A&(E, ( ), E) is generated as an 
R-algebra by 
& A’E 
i=l 
(where I= [n/2]), with relations generated by the requirement that, for all 
p and q<l, 
[(e, A ... A ep). (e; A “’ A e~)]isoEA~q’(P, ( ), E) 
(all e, e’ in E) shall have both Young alternation and starred Young alter- 
nation (cf. Theorems 2.3 and 4.3 and Proposition 5.5). 
Throughout this section we shall assume, in addition to the above 
assumptions, that E is free over R on the basis (e,,..., e,}, and that this 
basis diagonalizes ( ), i.e., there exist g,,..., g, in R such that 
(x r,ei, 1 sieij = 1 girisi (all r’s, s’s in R). (8.5) 
(Since R is nonsingular, these g’s must be units in R.) We shall also assume 
that CI is a given partition with max a <n/2, i.e., 
a = (al ,...,a, >, 
n 
->a,> ..’ >a,>O. 
2 (8.6) 
Under these hypotheses, it is the purpose of this section to prove that 
A&,(P, ( ), E) is free over R, and indeed to obtain an explicit free basis, as 
well as an algorithm for reduction to this basis. 
For each n-tableau T of type a, denote by [eTIR the image of e(T)R (cf. 
Eq. (8.1)) under the canonical projection 
~:E-,J’#> ( >, &JR. 
These clearly span A;,(E, ( ), E)~ over R. 
PROPOSITION 8.5. With hypotheses as above, suppose also the symmetric 
R-bilinear form ( >’ on E is given by 
(C rjei, C Sjei)’ = C risi; 
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then there is an R-isomorphism 
Brooj? There exist gI,..., g, in R (necessarily units, since ( ) is non- 
singular), such that 
For each n-tableau T of type CI, denote by [e(T)]’ the image of e(T), in 
A&(E, ( )‘, E)~; then the desired isomorphism is given by 
Ceil n gi’ [e(T)1 c 1 rtr 
where I is the set of all integers between 1 and n which occur at least twice 
in T. (It is readily verified that this map respects the defining relations for 
the A;,, i.e., is well defined.) 
For the remainder of the present section, we shall assume as above: 
(E, ( >, E)ESO(~, R), E free over R on (el ,..., e,), and (8.5) and shall 
assume. in addition: 
(~r,ej,~siej)=Crisj (ailv,sinR). 
It will next be useful to set up a notation for some relations on the 
generating set { [e( T)IR: T an n-tableau of type a>; more precisely, for a 
generating set over R for 
Ker(A”E --f A:,(E, ( ), a)). (8.7) 
DEFINITION 8.6. If T is an n-tableau of type a, if A is a nonempty subset 
of one row of F,, and B a subset of a different row of F,, such that 
#A= #B=r, 
then we shall denote by 
T(A, B / i, ,..., i,) (l<i,< ... <i,.<n) 
the result of deleting from T the numbers in the boxes of A u B, then plac- 
ing i, ,.,., i, in that order into the boxes of A from left to right, and similarly 
placing i, ,..., r,. into the boxes of B; we then set 
R(A,Bl T)= c / i, ,..., z-r));7 E A”E. C3.8) 
1 < iI < ‘. < I, G n 
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Note. It follows from Theorem 4.3, together with the assumption (8.6), 
that these R(A, B 1 T) generate (8.7) over R. 
DEFINITION 8.7. We shall associate to each n-tableau T of type CI (a 
given by (8.6)) the following sequence C (T): 
Tb, a,),..., Tb, 1 L W, Q,..., W4 11, T(l, a,),..., T(l, 1) 
(i.e., the sequence obtained by reading he rows of T from right to left, one 
after another, beginning with the last row and ending with the first); if T’ is 
another such tableau, we then define 
T<T’ 
to mean that C (T) precedes C (T’) in the usual lexicographical ordering. 
EXAMPLE. If 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
T=4 5 , T/=5 4 
4 4 
then C (T) is the sequence 4, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 arid T < T. 
PROPOSITION 8.8. Let T be a semi-standard n-tableau of type a. If T is 
not both regular and standard, then [e(T)] R is a Z-linear combination of 
{ [e( T’)] R : T’ issemi-standard and T < T’}. (8.9) 
Proof If T is not standard, it is proved in [S, p. 141 that e( T)R E A”E 
may be written 
with each T, semi-standard and T< Ti, whence 
Suppose next that T is not regular; let a violation in T be constituted by 
the repetition of the number u in two rows of T (cf. Definition 8.1). Let Nj 
(i = 0, 1, 2) denote the set of positive integers <v which occur precisely i 
times in the two rows in question; thus, the hypothesis that v gives rise to a 
violation in these two rows asserts that 
#N,> #No. 
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Pick one of the two rows in question and denote by A the set of all boxes 
in that row which contain a number in N,, and by B the similar set in the 
other of these two rows; thus 
#N2= #A= #B=(say)r. 
We shall next establish the identity 
where C’ indicates that the sum is taken over all v-tuples i, < .. . < i, of 
elements in N, u (v + l,..., n>. This will suffice to complete the proof, since 
it is clear that [e(T)] occurs in this sum with coefficient 1, while every 
T(A, B 1 il ,...: i,) (other than T itself) involved in this sum either contains a 
repetition, and so drops out of the sum, or has a semi-standar 
rearrangement T’ of its rows (more precisely, of the two rows containing A 
and B) such that T-c T’. 
To do this, it suffices to exhibit the element 
92 = 1’ e( T(A, B / iI,..., ir))R E E 
(with C’ as in (8.10)) as a Z-linear combination of the elements in 
Ker(A”E + A;(& ( ))) given by Definition 8.6. 
Indeed, denoting (for 1 6s 6 Y) by A, (resp. B,) the set consisting of the 
first s boxes of A (resp. B) reading from left to right, consider the element 
x e(T(A, B I i,,..., i,,j,,...,j,-,)I, (8.11) 
in Ker(A”E --$ A;,(& ( ), E))~ (this sum makes sense, since #No < # Nz). 
We are done if we verify that this element equals 3. 
Note first that if any ofjl,..., j,-, lies in N1 (i.e., lies in precisely one of 
the two rows containing A u B, but does not lie in A u B) then the term 
e(T(A, B I i, ,..., i,, j, ,..., jr--s))R in (8.11) vanishes, since the tableau 
T(A, B I i, ,..., i,, j, ,..., j,_,) contains a repetition in one of the two rows in 
question. The remaining terms in (8.11) all have the form 
ke(W, B I II,..., ir,J1,...,.L-r))R (I’s in N,,J’s in N,u {V-E I,..., n>). 
(8.12) 
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~?4? is precisely the sum of those terms (8.12) for which t = 0. On the other 
hand, if t ~0 (whence #N,>O) then (8.12) occurs in the sum (8.11) in 
those terms ( - 1)” T(A, B 1 i, ,..., i,, j, ,..., j,-,) for which 
Ii 1 ,..., is> G { 1, )...) 1,} 
with a coefficient in such a term of 
(- 1)” sgn 21:::: ~‘~~:::~$~‘)]‘= (- 1)“; 
[ ( f) i- I 
the total coefficient of (8.12) in the sum (8.11) is therefore 
c (-1)” “,“” =o. 
s< #No ( 1 
Thus the sum (8.11) equals 9, which completes the proof of the 
proposition. 
DEFINITION 8.9. Let 
a= (a,,..., a,), a,> .. . >a,>0 
and 
fl= (b, ,..., b,), bl> ‘.. >b,>O 
be two partitions; we shall write P<a if the following two conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i) t<s and ai=l for tcids. 
(ii) a,-b?=O or 1 for 1GiG.s. 
(It is possible that b is the empty partition, in which case (i) implies that M: 
is empty or all ai = 1.) 
Remark 1. We may consider (i) as a special case of (ii) if we identify, as 
some authors do, (b ,,..., b,) with (b, ,..., b,, 0 ,..., 0). 
Remark 2. In terms of the. Young-Ferrars frames F, and Fp, the 
relation fi4a may be described by saying that FB is obtained from FE by 
removing the rightmost boxes in some set of rows of F,; the condition on 
this set of rows for the result again to be a frame is that if it contains a row, 
it also contains all lower rows of the same length. 
Remarks 3. The relation fl<a may also be expressed in terms of the 
conjugate partitions 
a* = <ii1 )...) a,>, a, 3 ..’ 3as>o 
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(defined by (i,j) E Fao (J i) EF,*) and 
p* = (b, )...) b,), 6, > “. >6,>0; 
namely, B< a! if and only if 
a,36,>a,>6,> “. &i,>&>O=h;r+, (8.13) 
(we here adopt the convention of Remark 1, according to which we set 
O=&+,=&+,= .’ . = bf+ I = . ..). this may easily be seen using the 
characterization 
Ci = number of u,‘s 3 i 
of the conjugate partition, 
THEOREM 8.10. If R = C, then dim, A;,(& ( ), E) equals the number oj 
regular standard n-tableaux of type u. 
ProoJ Let 
d(n, a) = dim, A;,(& ( ), 8); 
this clearly depends only on n and CL Denote by RS(n, 01) the set of all 
regular standard n-tableaux of type u. The theorem to be proved asserts 
that 
d(n, a) = # Rh Co, 
and we shall prove this by showing that both sides satisfy the same 
recurrence relation. (Note that if n = 1, a must be the empty partition, an 
then by the conventions set up above for this case, both sides of (8.14) 
equal 1.) 
If n=21+1 is odd, or if n=21 is even and maxa<I, then &,,%A&, 
and d(n, a) is the degree of the irreducible representation of SO(n) more 
usually labeled by the I-tuple b, > ... 2 b, where a* = ( bl,..., b,), bi = 0 if 
t < i 6 1 (so b, = 0 if n is even) (cf. Weyl, p. 00). If n = 21, max a = 1, then 
4so EA>;@A~;~ and d(n, LX) is the sum of the degrees of the two 
irreducible representations of SO(n, C) usually labeled by the two I-tupies 
bl ,..., &b/. 
Keeping this, as well as Remark 3 above, in mind, the classical branching 
theorems for these degrees may be written as follows: 
If max 01< n/2 then 
d(n, a) = C d(n - 1, /3) 
4dM 
(8.15a) 
481/94/Z-4 
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while if max a = n/2 then 
d(n,a)=2 c d(n-1,/q. 
p<a 
max fi < n/2 
(8.15b) 
We next prove that the same recurrence relations are satisfied by 
# RS(n, @). 
Case 1: n/2 > max a. We must prove that in this case 
#RS(n, Lx)= c #RS(n- 1, p). 
p<a 
(8.16a) 
If T is a regular standard n-tableau of type a, then the set of rows which 
contain II (necessarily in their rightmost box) satisfy the conditions of 
Remark 2 above; thus the tableau T derived from T by removing all 
occurrences of IZ is an (n - l)-tableau of type /I, for some fi < CI, and T’ is 
clearly regular and standard. The resulting map from RS(n, a) to 
U p Q oL RS(n - 1, /I) is in fact a bijection (which proves (8.15a)): this map is 
clearly manic, and is epic, since if IZ’S are reintroduced to a regular stan- 
dard (n - 1)-tableau T’, the resulting T (which is clearly standard) is 
regular by the criterion of Proposition 2.1 (the repetition of n’s in two rows 
of T cannot constitute a violation, since the j and k of Proposition 2.1 are 
both <n/2). 
Case 2: n = 21, I = max a. We must prove that in this case 
#RS(n,a)=2 1 #RS(n-L/3). 
B<M 
RlaXp</ 
(8.16b) 
Denote by RS’ the set of those tableaux T in RS(n, a), such that each 
row of length a, in T contains an n, and by RS” the set of those T in 
RS(n, a) such that exactly one row of length a, in T does not contain an n. 
RS(n, a) is the disjoint union of RS’ and RS”: it is impossible for there to 
exist two distinct rows of length a, in a tableau T of RS(n, a), neither of 
which contains n, since these two rows would constitute a regular standard 
(2Z- l)-tableau of type (I, I), which is impossible by Lemma 8.3. 
To prove (8.16b) it thus suffices to show that each of RS’, RS” is in 
bijection with the set 
U RS(n - 1, PI. (8.17) 
pea 
lElXfi<I 
We may set up a bijection between RS’ and (8.17) precisely as in Case 1, 
i.e., by mapping a tableau T into that obtained by omitting all boxes of 7 
containing n. Next, suppose that T is a tableau in RS”; that is, the first row 
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of T contains only numbers 6n - 1, while all other rows of length a, in T 
(if there are any) contain M. The tableau T’ obtained from T by omitting all 
boxes which contain y1 is then a regular standard tableau of type 
(4 7 b2,..., b,), where p= (a, - 1, b, ,..., b,) satisfies P@a, max p< I; 
moreover, every such pair T’, p arises in this way from a unique Tin 
Let the first row of T, and so of T’, be 
al ,..., 4; 
suppose 
a,< ... <a,-, 
is the complement of {al ,..., aI} in (l,..., n - 1 }, and denote by T” the 
tableau obtained from T’ upon replacing its first row by 5, ,..., a,- i (in that 
order). It follows from Proposition 8.2 that T” is a regular standard 
(n - 1 )-tableau of type p, and that every such T” arises this way; thus, the 
map TH T” is the desired bijection from RS” to (8.17). 
THEOREM 8.11. Let R be any commutative ring, E an R-module free over 
R on B= (e ,,..., e,), and ( > a nonsingular R-bilinear form on E 
diagonalized by B, i.e., such that there exist units gl,..., g, in R with 
(1 rig;, c sjei> = c girisi (all r’s and s’s in R). (8.18) 
Let 
ix = (a, ,..., a,), :>a,> 
2’ 
. . . 3 a, > 0. 
Then A%,(& ( ), E)~ is free over R on 
{ L]eTIR: T is a regular standard n-tableau of type CX). (8.19) 
Remark. The proof of the analogous result for the symplectic groups, 
due to DeConcini, may be found in [3]; from this, a proof of the analog 
for these groups of Corollary 1, below, is immediate. 
ProoJ: Denote by A$,(B, ( ), c)~ the set given in (8.19). If we denote 
by ( , )’ the R-bilinear form defined on E by 
(e,, e,)’ = 6, 
then the R-isomorphism 
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defined in Proposition 8.5 maps the elements in .4;(B, ( )) into units in R 
times the elements in A;(& ( )‘), thus it suffices to prove the theorem 
under the additional assumption that all gi in (8.18) equal 1. 
Under this assumption, it is immediate from Proposition 8.8 that 
A&,(E, ( ), E)~ is generated over R by A;,(& ( ), E)~; let us denote this 
generating set simply by B;. B; is contained in the larger generating set 
&, = {[e(T)]: T any n-tableau of type CI}, 
and the relations on 8% over R are generated over R by the rows of a 
matrix M(n, a) = Ijmi,J with integer entries, which depends only on n and 
CI (but not on R). Moreover, the algorithm described in the proof of 
Proposition 8.6 shows that, for each n-tableau T of type CI which is not 
both standard and regular, there are integers mT,T’ such that 
IIeTIR=C {mTrCe7-lR: T a regular standard n-tableau of type a}, 
(8.20) 
and also shows that, if the relations (8.20) are associated with the rows of a 
matrix 
we have 
N(n, cl) = P(n, I%) M(n, a) (8.21) 
where the three matrices M, N, P involved have integer entries, and depend 
only on y2 and CL To prove that the generating set B; is free over R, it suf- 
fices to show that the rows of M(n, LX) are Z-linear combinations of the 
rows of N(n, a) (since then the relations (8.20) generate over R all relations 
over R on &, which clearly implies the desired conclusion). Since the 
assertion to be proved does not involve R, it suffkes to prove it under the 
additional assumption R = @ when it is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 8.10: if there were a Z-relation on & which failed to be a Z-linear 
combination of the relations (8.20), then subtracting off a suitable Z-linear 
combination of the latter relations would yield a nontrivial Z-relation on 
the generating set B”,, contradicting the equation 
dim, A:,(4 ( >, E)@ = #B”,. 
Corollary 1. Under the hypotheses of the preceding theorem, all the 
representation-functors 
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and (if (P, ( ), e) is of restricted type with (5.7) holding) 
are free over R, of ranks which depend only on n and K 
ProoJ: All cases except the last are immediate consequences of 
Theorem 8.11. Tf max a=l, 21=n we note first that /l;&:j;(E, ( ), &JR is 
spanned by 
FR= ([e,lso: T is a regular standard n-tabieau of type a, 
whose first row contains a 1 }, 
since every 0 = [ei, A A e,,] in AiE may be rewritten (using the 
relation *,o = ro) so that one of the i’s equals 1, and since (by 
Proposition 8.2) the result of so rewriting the first row of a regular stan- 
dard tableau of type a is again regular and standard; note that this 
establishes a bijection between those regular standard n-tableaux of type cx 
which contain a 1 in the first row and those which do not. T 
#B~=f#B”,=~dim,A~~,(E, ( ),~)~=dim,A;;(E, ( ),E)~ 
and we may thus prove & linearly independent by a rank argument 
similar to that used in Theorem 8.11. 
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iVole added in prooj Since the submission of this manuscript, but prior to its publication, 
a “standard basis” construction for irreducible representations of the classical groups has been 
published by Ronald C. King and Nahid G. I. El-Sharkaway (“Standard Young Tableaux and 
Weight Multiplicities of the Classical Lie Groups,” January 1983). Their standard bases for 
SO(n) are quite different both from the bases presented here, and from the bases constructed 
in [S]. 
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